Canonbury Home Learning
Year 5 Reading
Week 2, day 4.
LO: To make a prediction.
Chapter 7: The Wheel Turns
Starter: Try to answer the following 5 questions within 60 seconds based on
page 56-59.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Who were the first people to leave the pod?
How many children came out of the carriage?
I what part of Ted’s body did he have a bad feeling?
What did Kat buy from the shop?
How did Kat think Aunt Glo would react the Salim’s disappearance?

Main Task: Ted and Kat have been left in a tricky situation with the disappearance of
Salim from the London Eye. Write a paragraph based on Kat and Ted explaining what
had happened Salim to their aunt and mother, include their reaction.
Success Criteria
In your paragraph consider the following:
-How will the disappearance be explained to Aunt Gloria and Faith (Ted’s mum)?
-What will Aunt Gloria and Faith say to the children?
-What will they do to try and find Salim?
-Write in third person
Sentence starters





Full of nerves, Kat and Ted neared their mother that was sat quite comfortably in
the café opposite the wheel…
‘Mummy we need to speak to you something…
Mouth gapping wide, Faith…
Panicked, Aunt Gloria threw her shoes off and frantically dashed to…
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Year 5 Reading
Week 2, day 4.
LO: To make a prediction.
Starter: Try to answer the following 5 questions within 60 seconds based on
page 56-59.
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Who were the first people to leave the pod? (Page 56)
How many children came out of the carriage? (Page 57)
In what part of Ted’s body did he have a bad feeling? (Page 58)
What did Kat buy from the shop? (Page 58)
How did Kat think Aunt Glo would feel? (Page 59)

Main Task: Ted and Kat have been left in a tricky situation with the disappearance of
Salim from the London Eye. Draw a picture displaying how you think Aunt Glo and Faith,
Ted’s mum, will react to the news that Salim has disappeared.
Use speech bubbles to show what the characters will say and thought bubbles to show
what they are feeling.
Success Criteria
In your paragraph consider the following:
-What will Aunt Gloria and Faith say to the children?
-What will they do to try and find Salim?

